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AREA 1 ENSEMBLE
A Mid-Year Message from
your Area 1 Director
Linda McMaster
Happy New Year everyone! Finally, 2020 is behind us,
gone but for most of us never forgotten. As we begin 2021
many wish we had a crystal ball; we so want COVID 19
and the many challenges it has presented to go away.
I don't know about each of you but there have been many
times over the past 10 months when I really had to 'dig
deep' to deal with the realities of 'COVID' life. I missed my
extended family, my friends, and singing with my harmony
sisters. But on the flip side, I find myself reflecting on the
good things that have come out of this pandemic, things
that in the past I may have taken for granted, not fully
appreciated. I am so grateful that many of us have been
able to connect with each other through Zoom. There were
times when I had to push myself to attend a virtual
rehearsal

but

I

always

left

feeling

renewed

Linda McMaster

and

reenergized. I've come to understand how essential singing
is to me and my harmony sisters and feel in many ways we are more committed to our craft than ever before.
I'm also grateful to be living in this part of the country, being able to take long walks with my sister, discovering and exploring
so many beautiful walking trails. If it hadn't been for COVID I would never have spent time connecting with chapter presidents
on Zoom. Getting to know these fabulous women better and learning about the unique characteristics, challenges, and
successes of their choruses has been beyond special.
I'm grateful to be at home in my sweatpants to attend phone appointments with my family physician and on-line exercise
classes, generally slowing things down a little. Maybe some of these things will stick around after the pandemic.
I'd love to hear from members across Area 1 about the things you are grateful for despite or maybe as a direct result of living
through COVID-19. I'll be sure to share these insights with everyone, just email me at area1directorlinda@gmail.com. Although
we are not sure what 2021 will bring, I am more confident than ever that Harmony, Inc. and my singing sisters will remain a big
part of my life!
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Equality and Diversity
Bonita Hester
In the summer of 2017,

DIVERSITY in November 2019. I encourage you, if you

after being a member of

haven’t already, to look into this publication at the HI

Harmony, Inc. for just

website:

over

https://www.harmonyinc.org/content/uploads/2019/12/Cha

a

year,

I

finally

figured out how to get
into

HI’s

website

pter-Handbook.pdf.

and

Facebook page when I

This past year, as you all know, has been something that

noticed

an

we’ve never experienced before. With the start of the

looking

Covid-19 virus, we had been working on a video that all HI

for

announcement
for

volunteers

an

members were encouraged to participate in, “You Belong,”

Diversity

which subsequently aired at the virtual IC&C. But then,

Committee. Because it’s

after the George Floyd killing which called attention to

a subject that has always

systemic inequalities in society, the Committee was

been close to my heart, I

instrumental in sending out a Call to Action to all its

volunteered

members.

Equality

and

and

was

welcomed as a member.

Bonita Hester

(https://www.harmonyinc.org/content/uploads/2020/06/callto-action.pdf).

As stated in the Charter.
“
the focus of this committee is inclusion.
"Harmony, Inc.

With the IBOD elections and resulting changes to the

aims to have all people feel dignity and inherent worth in

Board, sitting members of the E&D Committee were invited

their involvement in the organization. We desire to promote

to return, and most of us chose to continue. I have recently

and sustain a sense of belonging, respecting the talents,

been ratified as Chair of this wonderful group of women.

beliefs, backgrounds, and lifestyles of our members and

Members of the Committee come from most of the Areas,

supporters."

and two new members were recently welcomed in. If
you’re a reader of the HI-Note, you’ll notice that the

Our first steps were to examine what already existed to

members of the E&D committee contribute regular articles,

ensure diversity, and it was decided that the Harmony

and we continue to work to make Harmony, Inc. inclusive.

Creed was an appropriate document to use as a guide. We
then worked on completing a Code of Ethics. Since the

Remember, though, it is not the Equality and Diversity

committee needed to coincide with the IBOD schedule, in

Committee that will ensure that all chapters have a safe,

November

Committee

inclusive place to practice the singing hobby we all love; it

disbanded, and a new group, placed in the capable hands

is the individual members who will guarantee diversity with

of Kim Meechan, was selected by the sitting International

their caring, welcoming thoughts and actions. If you have

Board of Directors. A while later I was invited to rejoin.

any questions or suggestions for us, please contact me

of

2018,

the

existing

E&D

(himembershipcoordinator@gmail.com).
With the 2019-2020 group, we continued to work on ideas
and documents which would ensure that Harmony, Inc.
would always represent every member, no matter their
race, religious affiliation, level of ability, age, etc.,
culminating in the publishing of AREA & CHAPTER
HANDBOOK ON PROMOTING

AND

CELEBRATING
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Trudy Copp - Area 1 Member Highlight
Margie Fife
It is my pleasure to introduce you to our first “Behind the

Apart from being a ScotianAire, Trudy's biggest passion is

Scenes” profile of a Harmony Sister, Trudy Copp, who

what retiring in 2020 has brought to her life. She has been

unknown to many, shares her talents with all of us in Area

able to try new things such as “Pickleball” and also enjoys

1.

golf and curling. She loves traveling the globe with her
husband and looks forward to when it’s safe to do so

Trudy has been a member of the ScotianAires for 3 years,

again.

but first heard about the chorus in Jamaica 10 years ago
when she was on vacation and singing at a “mic night”.

She has found a new home with Harmony, Inc., and the

Someone came up to her after her “stint” and asked if she

ScotianAires has rounded out her retirement by fulfilling

had ever heard of the ScotianAires and suggested she try

her love of performing.

out! She hadn’t heard of them, but remembered the name
and looked them up on their website when she got home.
At the time, however, in addition to her full-time positions
in retirement planning, and then marketing and graphic
design, she was performing part-time in rock bands across
Nova Scotia, so the timing wasn’t right. Fast forward seven
years and she was now looking for something “different”
from her days of playing in bars. She has always loved
singing harmony and is passionate about performing, so
she thought the time was right to give the ScotianAires a
try. After her first visit with the chorus, she was hooked!
Being a member of Harmony, Inc. and the ScotianAires
has brought her a newfound family of lifelong friendships.
Her family and friends would describe her as being very

Trudy Copp

energetic and always busy.
Since joining the chorus three years ago, she has become
an active member of the chorus Public Relations Team
and does graphic design for a large portion of their
marketing materials. She was asked by our Area 1 Director
to explore the idea of creating Area 1 “virtual postcards”.
Linda says “Trudy agreed immediately, ran with the
concept, and the rest is history”. Now members can go to
the Members Only Tab and then Virtual Postcards on the
Area 1 Website to see her many creations (grown to 18),
including Thank You, Sympathy, Congratulations, and
Keeping In Touch during this scary time in our history. You
can download any of these by saving them to your device
and then entering whatever text you wish. You can send
them to one, or many, of your Harmony sisters.

Two of many available postcards
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Cobequid Fun-Tones
Timble MacDonald
Rosemary assumed the role of director two years ago after singing tenor with
the Fun-Tones for 30 years. She was assistant director for seven years and
also has been singing tenor with our quartet, 4-Fun, for nearly 10 years.
Rosemary earned two university degrees while raising two children and
working full time. She worked 40 years in health care in Clinical Nursing,
Clinical Education, and as Administrator of a long-term care facility. Along
with her husband, they operated a Home Oxygen business and they continue
to be partners in a Cow/Calf operation which has been on-going for 38 years.
Rosemary is involved with the 4-H organization and is actively involved with
the Hospice Society for Cumberland County working tirelessly for this cause.
Musically, she grew up playing piano, French horn, and singing in various
choirs.
Her enthusiasm for leading the Fun-Tones in a cappella singing, and her
knowledge of our craft, which knowledge she is continually improving upon,
has brought fun, “glitz” and HARMONY to our chorus and our quartet.

Rosemary Donkin

News from your Associate Representative
Margie Fife, Area 1 Associates Representative
Wow – where does the time go?! 2020 is finally over and

AtTUNEment – Rachael St. Laurent

what a year it was! We must be proud of our Area for

*Balancing Act – Cathy Spiers and Tracey Lader

putting on a wonderful Harmony Harvest free of charge via

Humm Bugs – Joyce Pitcher

Zoom – what a fabulous experience for those of us who

Lookin' 4 Treble – Margie Fife

Zoomed in!

Moments of Magic – Rebecca Aube
Nova Quattro – Linda Oliver

Then on to IC&C, which was another remarkable online

QWiNN – Janet Barker

event. For many of us, this was the first time we were able

Retake – Anne Crosby and Raye Trainor

to attend in some time, as the distance and financial

*Balancing Act competes in Area 5 but their two associate

constraints usually get in the way!

members opted to stay in Area 1!

I was trying to come up with something different to submit

As you can see, even if you are not able to sing in a

for this newsletter and thought “I wonder how many of our

chorus, you can still sing with your Harmony sisters in a

associates are singing in a quartet”? I went on our amazing

quartet. It is an amazing experience and you do not have to

new Area 1 website and low and behold, ten associate

compete – just do it for the fun of singing harmonies

members are in a quartet!

together.
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Area 1 Website - Check it out!!
Deb Bradley
Our “new” website has been up and running for over a year

The tabs along the top of the Home Page have been

now and is still a work in progress. As you may remember,

updated and if you scroll almost to the bottom you will see

there was a Transition Team consisting of Linda Brehaut,

two buttons, one for photos and one to take you to “Our

Linda McMaster, Kelly Mullaly, Helen LeFort, Madeline

Singing Angels”. If you are not aware of the Singing Angels,

Power, Tanya Reid, Margie Fife, Andrea Leonard, and

please take a look. These ladies have sadly left us, but we

myself. We were responsible for moving the content from

remember them fondly in this tribute. Tracey Harkins of the

the previous website to our new Harmony Site as well as

Sea Belles is the Area 1 member we can thank for this

proposing ideas for the new layout and design.

wonderful acknowledgment to those who no longer share
our risers.

Now that we are no longer transitioning, I want to say a
huge thank you to all these ladies for everything they did to

Have you sent a virtual postcard to anyone yet? I have!

help create the vision both Linda’s had. Linda Brehaut,

Along with being so easy to do, what is nicer than having

when she was still Area Director, knew we needed a

someone show they appreciate you or miss seeing and

change and began working on an initiative for something

singing with you? These awesome cards can be found

new, and Linda McMaster discovered the Harmony Site

under your members only tab, so are just a click away.

and what it had to offer. What a team!

Another talented Area 1 member, Trudy Copp of the
ScotianAires, is the designer extraordinaire! If that name is

So, now the Area 1 website has a Management Team. We

familiar, you read the new Member Spotlight section we

have Madeline Power as Chair, along with Linda McMaster,

started with this issue.

Kelly Mullaly and yup…me again. I encourage you to
contact

either

Madeline

websiteteam@harmonyarea1.ca

or
at

any

me
time

for

at
any

questions, concerns, or password issues.

Before I sign off, I want to assure our Chapter Presidents,
chapter

website

representatives,

and

Quartet

Representatives that you will soon be hearing from us
about website training. Stay tuned, we are looking forward

There are a few recent changes (and more to come!) to our

to Zooming with you. Check out the website today… we will

website that we hope will make it easier to navigate and

be waiting for you! www.harmonyarea1.ca

locate items you may be looking for.
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Learning to Make a Virtual Chorus –
What Was I Thinking?!
Christy Arseneau
There are so many reasons for us to come together each

Once I had a workable

week, and I don’t have to say how difficult it was to have

set up, I couldn’t stop

that suddenly taken away from us last year. You know.

myself.

Almost every

You are living it too. And I have to admit that when we

free minute went toward

were first locked down, I retreated. My chorus, The Elm

creating that first video,

City Echoes, had decided to only hold monthly get-

and I was so excited

togethers because so many of us were zoomed-out, and I

about it that I had a

filled my time with other projects.

finished version before
the

course

was

even

When I saw the first notices about Instachoir pulling

over. After I shared the

together a virtual chorus for Canada Day, I didn’t

video with the chorus,

participate but after seeing the final result, I wanted in. So

others

the next time I saw a notice for a virtual choir go through, I

reaction that I had after

jumped on it.

seeing the Instachoir’s O

had

the

same

Christy Arseneau

Canada. I want in.
While going through the experience of learning a couple of
awesome new songs and getting used to filming myself, I

I’ve since used the skills to create a teaching tape for

saw the message that Area 1 was going to support 5

chorus warm-ups that we’ve used in one of our zoom

members to take a course on how to make a virtual choir.

rehearsals,

First come, first served.

I barely read the course info

before deciding to throw my name in the hat.

2

Christmas

videos

for

my

quartet

AtTUNEment, and have other projects in the works.

I’ve

also invested in more tools that give greater options for the
video editing.

What I didn’t do was read the course material closely
enough.

I didn’t realize that “get the most powerful

Based on the few videos I’ve pulled together so far, the

computer you can afford” actually meant that my cute little

guide of 40-60hrs for five minutes of video is fairly

laptop that is amazing for surfing YouTube will not handle

accurate when you are working with multiple audio and

video editing software, or have enough room to store audio

videos files. The time commitment is related to the level of

files.

complexity of the project, and it may not be obvious to the

I also didn’t listen to the warning that it typically

takes 40-60 HOURS to produce a 5-minute video.

viewer what went on behind the scenes to create the
masterpieces we are joyfully sharing on YouTube.

But, ignorance can be bliss, and off I went to 5 sessions
over the course of a few months this fall with a few other

There are so many options and opportunities on how to

intrepid souls from Area 1, first learning about making

use this technology, from bringing a chorus together to

virtual choirs, then how to create and edit the audio tracks,

work on a common project, producing recruiting material,

piece them together, and then work in the video. I enlisted

or firing up the creative juices in another fashion. Thank-

the help of the Elm City Echoes and a few friends who

you, Area 1 for supporting this endeavor. The group who

were willing to be guinea pigs with me in this process.

took the course will be getting together to chat about what

They learned a new song and sent in the audio and video

we learned and what might come next for Area 1 in this

tracks, and I used that to learn how to manage the back-

virtual realm.

end part of the process and create the magic.
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Thank You My Friends!!!
Linda Brehaut, President, Harmony , Inc.
At our virtual fall council meeting, Trinda Ernst and Deb
Moreau, members of Valley Voices, acted as the delivery
service on behalf of Area 1.

I was presented with a

beautiful arrangement of plants along with a congratulatory
message on becoming the International President for
Harmony, Inc.
Thank you so much—little do you realize how many gifts
you already gave me!!! Your encouragement when I was
Area 1 Director, your ongoing belief in me, your support
and generous offers to help were truly the things that made
a difference. When I stepped down as Area Director, your
sincere expressions of gratitude were not lost on me. If I
could make a difference at the Area level, then perhaps I
could make a difference at the International level (never in
my wildest dreams did I see President in my future!!). Just
when you think you know the plans you have for yourself—
they change!!
This organization is filled with amazing, kind, and
supportive people. My mom had a statement that I heard
her say many a time—if you have the time and the ability,
then you need to have a really good reason to say no!!
(Hence my busy schedule!!) I somehow manage to make
time to do the things I want to do (so baking... no time for
that I’m afraid!!) and with the support of so many, I am truly
looking forward to the next year as your President.
Thank you once again for my years in training—you are
the best “teachers”!! Harmony hugs (virtual) and all the
best to you in 2021.

Directors'
Forum
Update
Jill Reid, Directors’
Forum Coordinator
The Area 1 Directors’
Forum

continues

Jill Reid

to

work toward developing
as individuals, as well as providing avenues to support and
empower other musical leaders in the Area.
October’s Harmony Harvest offered several sessions
directed toward our musical leaders, with focus topics as
identified in a survey of the same. Front line directors
could improve upon their skills in an advanced directing
session with Janet Kidd, assistant directors were able to
join Paul Grimm to further understand chord balancing,
and section leaders learned basic directing skills with Sue
Kember.
October through the start of December saw our directors
opening their “zooms” to other Area members to come
along and enjoy rehearsal with another chorus. Many of
our members took advantage of the opportunity to visit
with our Area sisters and see how other ensembles are
handling this new normal. A huge thanks to ScotianAires,
Valley Voices, Island A Cappella, and Sea Belles for
making this a reality!
Looking ahead, we certainly hope to be able to get back to
riser formation before the end of 2021! While we wait for
that, we will continue to hone our skills, learn new
methods, and stay united. The Directors’ Forum will meet
soon

to

discuss

plans

for

additional

inter-chorus

connections, further training for our musical leadership,
and preparing members for our return to making harmonies
together.
We’re Harmony. We’re Strong.
Linda B receiving her gift
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Using Online Harmony Inc. Education to Create New
Ideas for Recruitment and Retention
Andrea Leonard, Membership and Youth Coordinator
As the Coordinator of Membership, I know we are all

How to Access Online Education Resources:

challenged with how to recruit and retain chorus members
during COVID. There have been interesting HIVE sessions

1. You will need to click on the Members Only link at the

through Harmony Inc., but did you know most are available

top of the Harmony Inc. website and log in using your

later through the Harmony website? Our own Area 1 also

member ID. From there, scroll down to the HIVE page link.

has many of the sessions that were presented at Harmony

We store the recorded classes inside the Members Only

Harvest on our Area 1 Website.

area as a courtesy to the instructors who have donated
their time to the program.

Below are some examples related to membership and
retention through HIVE and also one from Scarborough

2. You can go also directly to the table of recordings using

that was presented at Harmony Harvest:

this

link:

www.harmonyinc.org/the-hive

(You

will

be

prompted to enter your user ID and password.) This page
Area 1
Virtual

shows a schedule of upcoming HIVE classes as well as the
Recruitment

Ideas

and

Sample

Plan

-

collection of recordings.

Scarborough Harmony Chorus Under
3. The table lists the class recordings by title, and you can
HIVE

enter a name or subject in the search bar at the top of the

Grow it or Die – Anne Bureau

table to look for something specific. Access the video

Success with Young Singers – Tony Sparks

recording by clicking the title of the class. The video links

Captivating Rehearsals – Jordan Travis

take you to the Dropbox video player, and you can choose

The Road Ahead- Membership in the time of COVID –

to watch the video from the player or download it for offline

Jan Cooke

viewing. Many of the classes also have accompanying
handout materials, and those are found in the right-hand

Kelly

Peterson,

Corporate

Assistant,

CorporateOffice@harmonyinc.org, kindly sent an easy-tofollow guide to accessing the education resources of
Harmony Inc.
I hope you find this helpful and use the resources for
chorus development. Happy 2021! Let’s make it a year for
learning from each other and growing stronger. Please let
me know if I can be of further assistance.

column of the table.
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Quartet News
Joanne Ings
As we wander our way into 2021, there is still quartet music to be heard from various corners. We have some pandemic quartets
gathering to get a fix of music while choruses cannot gather due to COVID restrictions, and we have established quartets that have
“bubbled” and at a minimum can get a music fix as potential gigs are few and far between. I asked our registered Q’s for a quick
update to share with our A1 pals.

4-FUN has been registered for the last few years but we have not been competing. We formed in 2004
and all of our members sing with the Cobequid Fun-Tones. The quartet members are: Rosemary Donkin
(Tenor), Margie McClelland (Lead), Donna Tait (Bass), Timble MacDonald (Baritone)
4-Fun sings at a variety of venues throughout Cumberland County, performing selections from a wide
variety of musical genres. We have had a few irregular practices throughout the summer months as
dictated by our NS Protocols and are very anxious to get singing again! (Margie McClelland)

Harmonix
We picked an "interesting" first year as a new quartet! But we are very fortunate to live on an Island
where our small population and proactive Public Health protocols have enabled us to maintain our
musical momentum.
We had the good fortune to sing out at two separate outdoor gigs in November and December before
"Circuit Breaker" COVID-19 restrictions were put into place temporarily ending public performances
again. We also had a unique opportunity to record four barbershop songs that were used as audio
tracks for a silent movie night that was held at a local social club. We've started our 2021 weekly
rehearsals and have made a commitment to participate in online coaching once a month to help us stay
motivated and keep working on our development as a quartet. (Kelly Mullaly)

Lookin’ 4 Treble!
Unfortunately, we have not been able to get together very often since this pandemic began but we are
forging ahead and keeping the faith! We did do a video of a Christmas song for Janet Kidd who put
together a Virtual program of Christmas Pieces for the Nursing Homes since we could not perform in
person. (Margie Fife)

Retake
We four “bubbled” in May 2020 and are fortunate enough to sing together almost every week.
Performances were hard to come by but we did manage a few during the year.
The Mount, a multi-level care facility, has a beautiful chapel where we could entertain some residents
with more than required distancing measures; a local private members club invited us to sing during their
members happy hour in mid-November (which was lots of fun!), and we rehearsed with 8 other
musicians and singers for a four-night series of Christmas Shows that got caught in PEI’s COVID
lockdown in early December. But we were VERY happy to have a step out with Island A Cappella’s
Christmas sing-out at Cows Creamery the day before the lockdown! We shared a couple of music/photo
videos on our Facebook page @retakequartet just for the fun of it! (Joanne Ings)
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Sea Belles
Bernice Blake-Dibblee, President
The Sea Belles have been busy keeping busy so to speak. We continue to have weekly
rehearsals except during our Christmas break. We plan to continue with the same format
until we are freed to meet in person.
The rehearsals consist of fun physical and vocal warmups, voice exercises, and regular
warmups. Periodically there are special guests invited to share their skills. Often these are
kept a secret from the membership until the rehearsal so everyone is left trying to guess who
Bernice Blake-Dibblee

the guest will be.

Sea Belles try to have as much fun as we can within the confines of zoom. We had a great Christmas party organized by one
of our younger members. We played games, had prizes, and even did a door prize. We invited former Sea Belles to join us and
we’re very pleased with the turnout.
Moving forward into the New Year, Sea Belles will continue to make the rehearsals fun and enticing to keep the membership
engaged. Recruitment remains a challenge but we plan to have an open house night later in January for potential new
members. We continue to pay half dues and are finding that our budget is holding up quite well. Sea Belles wish all of our Area
One members a very Merry Christmas and a much more exciting New Year.

Breton Songbirds
Sheila Van Schaick, President, and Janet Bernier,
Vice-President
Our chorus met regularly over the summer and fall on
zoom. Due to technical limitations - limited wi-fi in rural
areas - only half of our members were comfortable or
available to do this, but those who did, learned lots and
had fun. Especially valuable were the HIVE sessions that
many of our members took advantage of.

On Dec 21st we planned and pulled off a combined Installation of Officers Ceremony and Christmas Party on zoom! It went
really well, with Linda Brehaut volunteering to install our executive, and we thank her again for ‘being there’. We had candles
on many screens, parts to read, lots of smiles. Then we rolled into the Christmas party – with funny hats, lots of carols to sing
together, and some challenging and silly games to try. It was great!
Breton Songbirds heard that Sing Canada was offering grants for things during this pandemic that they normally would not do.
We decided to ask them for a grant to buy our own Zoom account. We had previously been using Area 1's account. Our
request was approved, and we now have our own account which we are so enjoying.
We would like to take this time to thank the Area for the use of their Zoom over the past year and of course Sing Canada for
making it possible for us to purchase Zoom for ourselves.
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Valley Voices
Linda Brehaut, President
Well now... Hasn’t this been a year!!! Everything we planned for at that
music team retreat and those Board meetings, well let’s just say, not
unlike the rest of the Area, (the organization, the country, the world…)
didn’t happen! But… and there is always a but.. we adjusted… we found
creative ways to stay connected and rallied each other to stay the
course! We loved sharing our evening with guests and even had the

Linda Brehaut, Angie Sawler drop off personal

opportunity to join a chapter in Ontario for a Christmas celebration. Our

care packages to John Andrews of Open Arms

guest educators have given us much to work with and allowed many of
us to get to know these amazing leaders on a more personal level. Yes,
despite Covid and all the restrictions it has placed on us, there have
been many things that have moved to our list of things to be grateful for.
Our world is much smaller than we once thought it might be.
Typically each year we have an opportunity to support local food banks
and shelters in our area. This year was no exception! In December, a
couple of us dropped off personal care packages and a big supply of
home-made toques for participants at Open Arms. Our generosity
extended to the Salvation Army where we were able to drop off a
selection of gift items as well as gift cards for local grocery stores...

Sue Novosad and Inez Cooper bring along a
supply of toques to Open Arms shelter

Valley Voices is pleased to announce that Gina Ripley has registered for
certification in the Bel Canto techniques for vocal instruction with Debra
Lynn.
Trinda Ernst, representing Sing Canada Harmony, is pleased to present
Gina with a scholarship cheque to assist her with some of the financial

Bags of gifts and a Christmas sock of grocery

requirements for this certification. Gina will be a great resource to Valley

store gift cards were donated to the Salvation

Voices as well as the rest of Area 1. Thanks for taking this on Gina!

Army
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Island A Cappella
Carolyn Prime, Director and Colleen Murphy, President
It has certainly been quite a ride over the past ten months.

took part expressed the enjoyment of bonding with

Collectively, our area and international members were

hundreds of other universal voices.

determined that not even a pandemic could silence our
desire to sing. With “harmony in our hearts as well as

In early December, the chorus received the green light to

voices” we met the challenges and discovered a meeting

commence rehearsals in our regular venue. We know that

platform that was new to most of us. Zoom! It has certainly

this could change at any time but for now, we are totally

become the most significant educational tool in our toolbox.

enjoying being together, masked, socially distanced, and
SINGING!

Like most choruses in Area One, Island A Cappella wasted
no time getting online and moving forward with our

Our first goal for 2021 is to create a virtual video to share

rehearsal plans. Meeting virtually has its challenges but

with all of you! We have so enjoyed the ones that have

presents a special opportunity for online coaching and

been posted by our Area One choruses and others. It will

educational seminars.

take a little time to pull it all together, but I know the chorus
and I will have a blast! Stay tuned!

The chorus was thrilled to have three outstanding musical
talents join us at separate Zoom rehearsals. Each session

On a special note, congratulations to Kathie MacCallum

was primarily focused on vocal production techniques. Our

(tenor and Board secretary) on the recent publication of her

first guest was the multi-talented Katie Taylor, followed by

3rd book, this latest her first story for children. Puggy Joe's

one of our Area’s musical treasures Janet Kidd, and finally

Christmas Stocking is based on memories of loving

the dynamic and ever-popular Jordan Travis!

Christmas

mornings

with

her

grandparents.

Her

accomplishment was written up in December's Buzz (a
Harmony Inc.’s H.I.V.E. sessions were well attended by

local monthly entertainment newsletter) and celebrated

IAC members. How lucky are we to have these tremendous

during a CBC Mainstreet interview!

coaches, judges, and music educators share their time and
expertise with us!

From Island A Cappella to all of you, fondest wishes for a
safe and joyous year of singing ahead. May we all be

Several of our members took advantage of the many

together as one very soon.

opportunities to join virtual choruses, some within North
America and others that spanned the globe. Those who

Singing in the Rain!
On Saturday, December 5th, Island a Cappella chorus and
three quartets, entertained outside of Cow's Creamery,
Charlottetown PEI. It was cold, drizzling, and our first
opportunity to sing with masks in public. Although the
audience was small, it was most appreciative. All good
timing as it turned out because the Island shut down that
evening for three weeks!!
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Seaside A Cappella
Jennifer MacLeod, Public Relations Lead
In times like these, it is oh so important to be flexible and,

The results, produced by Sean Derraugh in Ontario, are—

over the past year, the members of Seaside A Cappella on

forgive the shameless boasting here—FANTASTIC. We

Nova Scotia’s South Shore have proven themselves to be

love our video; it fills our hearts with pride every time we

as fluid and unstoppable as the waves that roll ceaselessly

watch it. And apparently, it’s cheering up lots of folks: as of

onto our coastline. And not just flexible—we’ve been

mid-January, we’ve had over 7,100 views.

spectacularly productive!
The video earned us some coverage in a local newspaper
After five months of meeting weekly on Zoom for a jam-

in November, and together with a successful Holiday Sing

packed agenda of educational and social activities (see our

program and undaunted recruiting efforts, Seaside A

July 2020 Ensemble report), the chorus began carefully

Cappella has actually managed to attract at least 10 new

managed in-person meetings in September, adhering to a

and prospective members into our fold. And they’re still

detailed Covid protocol spearheaded by SAC Board

coming! Turns out, there are plenty of women out there

President Joanne Green and Past President Yvonne

who not only love to sing, but are willing to be just as

Rafuse. For several happy weeks, we met in two small

flexible and patient as the rest of us. After all, it takes a

groups—masked and safely spaced, singing together

certain kind of positive attitude to join a chorus when you

again. By November, threatened by a provincial spike in

can’t actually stand on the risers together.

Covid cases, we were back on Zoom. Now, finally, in
January, we are about to resume in-person small-group

Thrilled by the success of our “That’s Life” video, Seaside

rehearsals.

A Cappella singers are ready for more virtual ventures.
Two members, Lead Marie White, a Long Distance

Despite the ups and downs, Music Director Judy Comeau

Member from Austin, Texas, and Bass Jennifer MacLeod,

kept our spirits buoyed with the announcement of a

were delighted to be part of the Harmony, Inc. “Change the

Practice With Purpose initiative. The objective? Our first-

World” video shown at last November’s online international

ever virtual video production. Remember those beautiful

convention. And, in the Practice With Purpose spirit, our

waves splashing upon the coastline? We were invited to

chorus is currently working hard on learning a new

find an outdoor venue that would showcase our famous

“contest” song and plans soon to bring our voices together

maritime scenery, dress in nautical blue and white, and

again in virtual harmony.

create individual tracks of our 2019 contest song, “That’s
Life”.

Flexibility. Patience. Optimism and singing for the joy of it.
That’s us. That’s life!
Milestones:
Seaside A Cappella congratulates:
Past President and Honorary Member Linda Brehaut
became Harmony, Inc. president.
Long Distance Member Sharon Zimmerman from Prince
Edward Island was honoured with a 45-year membership
certificate.
Seaside A Cappella's upbeat video and new member
recruitment despite the pandemic earned local press
coverage.
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Newfound Sound
Anna Tapper, President
Newfound Sound was very fortunate to be able to hold our

Place who put out the call out for items. We made a

Christmas

in

donation of women's products to Stella's Circle for their

December. The Legion provided a separate room with

holiday drive. Finally, we donated a supply of cleaning

socially distanced tables and catered a lovely hot meal with

products to St. James United Church in appreciation of

all the trimmings. We wore our masks, except when eating

being allowed to use their fellowship room for 30-minute

or at our own tables. We were entertained by Silvern

rehearsals with proper distancing in place since the

Voices and the chorus sang a song or two as well. We

beginning of November.

luncheon

and

membership

ceremony

were so thrilled to acknowledge membership service for
many of our members. It was very exciting to present

Many of our members were excited and appreciative to

Harmony Inc. 30-year membership awards to Elizabeth

have attended IC&C 2020 virtually. It was an outstanding

Lacasse and Margaret Maloney, and 25-year membership

event and a special opportunity that may not have been

to

possible if we had to travel to IC&C in person. Many thanks

June

Cousens.

We

also

acknowledged

chapter

membership and service; five years to Suzanne Bungay

to the team who made this event possible and successful.

and Bev Kane; 20 years to Valda Simmons, New members
of Harmony Inc. were given their letters and pins, including

Congratulations to Linda Brehaut on her new position as

Joan Brett, Carol Ann Croke, Anne Hollett Maher, Glendine

International President. We are certain Linda will work very

Martin, Doreen Wakeham. We hope that soon we'll be able

hard to make Harmony Inc. a stronger organization for us

to present them to other new Harmony members Roshni

all! We appreciate Harmony Inc.'s decision to offer a dues

Fiech and Sheila Blackmore. To my surprise, I was the

reduction this year. We support the $10 annual fee for Area

recipient of the 2020 Barbershopper of the Year pin and I

1 which will contribute to resources and our ongoing

was truly grateful for this gesture of support from the

education. Congratulations to Madeline Power who worked

chorus and will wear my pin with pride!

hard as part of the team to set up the Area 1 new web page
and will now take on the role of Chairing the web team. All

Our chorus made sure we gave back to our community in

the best to everyone in Area 1 for a safe and enjoyable

some way during the holiday season while continuing to

2021!

adhere to the public health guidelines. We made a
donation of men's sleepwear and socks t o The Gathering
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ScotianAires
Philomena Hughes, PR Chair
The year 2020 will be memorialized on many fronts. A

We were not to escape our sorrows, however. Two long-

storm can unleash great change on a landscape, but while

time and cherished members, Carolyn Pettipas and

the storm rages, the passage of time is marked by the

Maureen Henley passed away in the second half of the

evolution of the terrain that shifts in the frenzy yet still

year. We gathered online on two separate occasions to

exists apart. Life is like that, resilient even in the face of

share our memories and celebrate our sisters in harmony

great calamity or the inevitability of loss. Like other years

and remember the gift of their lives.

before this, the ScotianAires met our share of triumph,
celebration, growth, sorrow, and laughter. And these
moments, these scattered treasures, are worth holding
onto.
Despite

It was also important to celebrate! Fatima Whelan was
certified as a Harmony, Inc. Performance Judge and Judy
Robichaud was appointed as our new Associate Director.
Past director, Shelagh Radcliffe was installed as an

the

overwhelming

restrictions

imposed

on

gathering and singing during most of the year, the
ScotianAires still found ways to sing and share our music.

Honourary Lifetime Member. The grant committee secured
funding for our fourth level of risers, waiting for those
happy singing days to come!

We enjoyed an Eastlink TV production about the chorus

When the storm hits you alter course. Our leadership

and a sing out for International Women’s Day before

adjusted quickly to maintain our chorus community. Our

everything changed in March. Quickly adapting to online

members responded, and the ScotianAires not only found

rehearsals on Zoom at the end of March, Director Sue

their new path but provided inspiration and support to each

Kember

everyone

other and within our wider barbershop family. The storm

connected and singing. Included were extras such as

has yet to let up, but the treasures remain in defiance of

special guests and new music that went beyond our

any despair or defeat. We will sing beside you once again!

and

barbershop

our

chorus

repertoire.

We

leadership

created

kept

and

shared

our

“Positivity Playlist”, a video compilation of members
sharing the music that kept them looking forward.
Almost overnight it seemed, virtual choirs became the
primary platform for performance and the ScotianAires got
on board. Audio and video tags were shared with our fans
directly and through social media. We finished the year
with our Christmas virtual choir project “Have Yourself a
Merry Little Christmas” which we were able to share with
many of the locations where we would normally sing in
person. We found ways to interact in-person while
remaining safe. A drive-by celebration took the place of our
annual sing out for the ALS “Walk Strong” fundraiser. And
after weeks of planning by a dedicated committee, at the
end of October, the ScotianAires returned to some inperson rehearsals. It could only last a few weeks…but
sweet harmony all the same!

ScotianAires virtual installation with installation officer
Kevin Wentzell
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In Memoriam
Area 1 would like to extend condolences to the following

AREA 1 COUNCIL

members who lost close family members over the past six
months. Our hearts are with you!
Seaside A Cappella

Linda McMaster – Area Director
Debbie Bradley – Secretary

Suzanne Rudolf

Madeline Power – Treasurer

Pam Greer

Helen LeFort – AC&C Chair

Ellen Belyea

Sheila Van Schaick, President – Breton

Janet Bernier
Abbie Smeltzer

Songbirds
Margie McClelland, President – Cobequid

Island A Cappella
Kathie MacCallum (IAC) on the death of her sister
Newfound Sound

Fun-Tones
Nancy Reading, President – Codiac Chords
Arlene Pineo, President – Elm City Echoes

Sharon Rose on the passing of her brother

Colleen Murphy, President – Island A

Joan Brett on the passing of her brother

Cappella

Dawn O'Rourke on the passing of her mother
Anna Tapper on the passing of her sister

Anna Tapper, President – Newfound Sound
Tanya Reid, President – ScotianAires
Bernice Blake Dibblee, President – Sea
Belles
Joanne Green, President – Seaside A
Cappella
Linda Brehaut, President – Valley Voices
Kelly Mullaly - Education Coordinator
Margie Fife – Associate Coordinator, Interim
PR Coordinator
Andrea Leonard - Membership & Youth
Coordinator
June Cousens – ACJC (Area Contest &
Judging Chair)
Jill Reid – Music Directors Forum Coordinator
Joanne Ings – Quartet Coordinator
Olivia Clancy – Newsletter Editor (Ex officio)

